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possibilities   respecting   order   of   rotation.   All   cultures   were   rinsed   with
distilled   water   before   being   transferred   to   another   solution.   The   cultures
were   in   contact   with   the   solutions   belonging   to   a   type   for   an   equal   length
of   time.   The   experiment   was   planned   to   supply   the   plants   with   the
nutrients   in   piecemeal   fashion,   and   not   together   at   one   time,   as   was   the
case   with   those   grown   in   complete   nutrient   solutions.

It   was  conceived  as   very   probable'  that   some  of   the  nutrient   salts   would
be   found   better   suited   for   plant   growth   than   others,   because   of   differences
in   properties   due   to   the   composition   of   the   salts.   The   results   of   the   tests
are  given  in  table  i.

Table  i  ,    Dry  Weight  in  Grams  of  Wheat  Seedlings  Grown  Four  Weeks  in  Six  Different  Types
of  Single  Salt  Solutions  and  in  Complete  Nutrient  Solutions

(Averages  of  24  cultures  of  5  plants  per  culture  for  each  type  and  for  the  six  types  of  complete
nutrient  solutions)

The   table   shows   that   the   salts   of   type   V,   that   is,   KNO3,   MgHP04,
and   CaS04,   when   used   singly   gave   far   better   yields   than   did   those   of   any
other   type.   They   were   approximately   as   good   as   those   of   any   type   of
complete   nutrient   solution   tested,   in   which   the   total   osmotic   value   was
divided   equally   among   three   salts.   As   to   the   order   of   change   of   cultures
from  one  solution  to  another,  this  appeared  to  be  of  only  minor  importance,
and  hence  no  data  on  this  matter  need  be  given ;  but  the  kind  of  salt  used
in   making   the   changes   was   of   great   importance.   While   the   pn   values   of
the  single-salt  solutions  employed  were  not  the  same  in  all  cases,  nevertheless
they   were   within   the   range   appropriate   to   good   plant   growth   in   complete
solutions,   and   it   is,   therefore,   assumed   that   the   differences   in   dry   weight
produced   were   due   to   other   causes   than   reaction   of   solution.   Because
only  one  salt  was  used  at  a  time,  it   appears  that  the  cause  must  be  in  the
way   in   which   two   essential   ions   are   paired,   that   is   by   the   composition   of
the   salt.   Observations   of   the   tests   and   the   interpretation   of   the   data   given
showed   that   when   wheat   seedlings   absorb   nitrates,   potassium   must   be
available;  the  absence  of  any  one  of  the  other  essential  elements  for  a  period
of   at   least   forty-eight   hours   for   these   young   plants   apparently   was   not
injurious.   Furthermore,   seedlings   which   were   exposed   for   twenty-four
hours   in   a   solution   that   contained   equal   concentrations   of   only   magnesium
and   phosphate   ions   (MgHP04)   sustained   no   apparent   harmful   effects   (to
either  top  or  roots),   but  if   they  were  placed  for  a  similar  length  of   time  in
equally   dilute   or   diluter   solutions   of   MgS04   or   Mg(N03)2,   they   sustained
decided   injury.   MgHP04   seems   to   be   a   very   good   salt   to   supply   the   plants
with   magnesium   and   phosphate.     Calcium-sulphate   solution   proved   to   be
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a   medium   which   can   be   used   effectively   for   young   wheat   seedHngs   for   at
least   twenty-four   hours   and   without   any   harmful   effects.   Furthermore,
table   I   shows  that   when  MgHP04  or   KNO3  was  one  of   the  salts   of   a   type
(see   types   II   and   III),   larger   plants   were   produced   than   when   neither   of
these  salts  was  contained  in  the  type.

In   recapitulating   the   conclusions,   it   seems   that   the   availability   and
utilization   of   essential   elements   by   wheat   seedlings   are   not   inconsiderably
affected  by  the  way  in  which  these  elements,  presumably  as  ions,  are  paired.
There   undoubtedly   is   one  kind  of   ion,   or   possibly   more,   of   opposite   charge
with  which  any  one  of  the  essential   ions  can  be  used  to  best  advantage  by
the   plants.   There   is   more   than   presumptive   evidence   in   the   results   of   this
experiment   that   the   proper   pairing   of   nutrient   elements,   or   of   ions   of
opposite   charge,   is   an   important   factor,   and   one   that   does   account   in   a
large   measure   for   the   physiological   adaptability   of   a   nutrient   solution   for
plant   growth.   However,   this   pairing   of   any   two   ions   in   complete   nutrient
solutions   does   not   mean   that   any   definite   cation-anion   ratio   must   prevail.
Investigations   have   shown   that   ionic   ratios   of   nutrient   solutions   can   cover
a   considerable   range   of   values   without   any   apparent   physiological   effect.
However,   the  interpretation  of   this   test   should  mean  that   if   a   nutrient   solu-

tion is  a  poor  medium  for  plant  growth  because  of  the  large  proportion  of
one  ion,  it  should  be  improved  by  the  addition  of  some  other  ion  of  opposite
charge,  even  though  this  be  added  in  the  form  of  a  salt  that  would  also  add
more   of   the   ion   already   in   excess.   That   this   is   what   actually   happens,   has
been   proven   experimentally   in   this   laboratory.   The   above   conclusions
may   also   be   stated   in   other   words,   and,   as   a   concrete   example,   Mg(N03)2
can  be  used  as   the  source  of   nitrates   for   plants   in   any  growth  media.   But
the   utilization   of   nitrates   by   the   plant   will   be   largely   influenced   by   the
relative   supply   of   available   potassium   in   the   medium;   that   is,   the   utiliza-

tion by  young  wheat  plants  of  the  nitrate  anion  is  closely  related  to  that
of   the   potassium   cation,   and   vice   versa.   A   cation-anion   relation   of   other
essential  ions  is  apparent  from  a  study  of  the  results,  but  need  not  be  con-

sidered in  detail  in  this  paper  as  the  experiments  will  be  discussed  elsewhere.
It  may  not,  however,  be  amiss  to  state  that  the  principle  of  the  method  here
employed   to   study   the   physiological   properties   of   solutions   seems   to   give
promise  of   yielding  further  information  on  the  nutrition  of   the  higher  plants
that  can  not  be  gained  by  the  use  of  complete  nutrient  solutions  because  of
their   complexity.
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VEGETATIVE   VIGOR   OF   THE   HOST   AS   A   FACTOR   INFLU-
ENCING  SUSCEPTIBILITY   AND   RESISTANCE   TO

CERTAIN   RUST   DISEASES   OF   THE   HIGHER
PLANTS

I
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Introduction

Studies   on   the   cereal   rusts   were   made   covering   various   phases   of   the
phenomena  of   rust   epidemiology,   including  the   effects   of   season,   age  of   the
host   plant,   etc.,   on   its   susceptibility   and   on   the   virulence   of   the   disease;
effects   of   varying   dosage   in   securing   inoculation;   effects   of   the   general
nutritional   condition   of   the   host,   etc.   In   carrying   out   these   studies   I   have
had   the   opportunity   to   convince   myself   of   the   frequently   observed   fact   that
health   and   vigor   of   the   host   favor   rather   than   hinder   its   inoculation   by   a
rust   and   the   further   development   of   the   diseased   condition.   This   observa-

tion has  frequently  been  made  and  more  or  less  casually  reported  in  the
literature  on  the  rusts   and  other   fungous  diseases  of   plants.   The  significance
of   such   observations   in   relation   to   general   theories   of   immunity   and   resis-

tance to  disease  has,  however,  nowhere  been  adequately  recognized,  and
I   have   thought   it   worth   while   to   bring   together   the   available   evidence
bearing  on  this  point.

It   is   a   commonplace   of   pathological   theory   that   the   health   and   vigor   of
an   organism   and   its   susceptibility   to   disease   are   antithetic   variables,   that
as  one  increases  or  is   increased  the  other  diminishes  or  is   diminished  corre-

spondingly. Adami  (1910,^  i:  409),  summarizing  the  subject  of  predis-
position to  disease,  lists  the  causes  of  acquired  susceptibility  as  (i)  social

and   environmental   conditions;   (2)   injury;   (3)   malnutrition;   (4)   previous
attack   of   the   same   disease   or   other   infectious   disease;   and   (5)   exhaustion;
all   of   them   factors   diminishing   the   vitality   of   the   host.   Zinnser   (1914,
p.   59),   discussing   the   broader   principles   of   infection   and   resistance,   states:

A  person  suffering  from  functional  impairment  of  any  kind  is  more  likely  to  permit  the
invasion  of  a  pathogenic  microorganism  than  is  a  perfectly  healthy  well-nourished  indi-

vidual of  the  same  species.

Kolmer   (1917,   p.   loi)   says,   similarly:

Acquired  susceptibility  .  .  .  may  be  due  to  various  factors,  most  of  which  lead  to  a
state  of  reduced  vitality,  normal  physiologic  processes  being  impaired  to  a  greater  or  less
degree.

 ̂ The  list  of  literature  cited  will  be  found  at  the  conclusion  of  the  second  paper  of
this  series.
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